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1. Introduction. In the following, Pm denotes the m-dimensional Euclid-

dean space of points x=(xi, • • • , xm) with the usual norm |x|. ForPiCPm,

BtQEm and X real, P1+P2 or XPi denotes the set of all the points bi+bt or

\bi, respectively, (biEBi, biEB2). Further, the "measure" of a subset of Em

is always meant to be its w-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Unless otherwise

stated, all functions considered are complex-valued. A function on Em is

said to be additive when it satisfies the functional equation /(x+y) =/(x)

+/(y). A real-valued additive function on Em is linear, as soon as it is bounded

above on a set of positive measure, Ostrowski [15], or on a set B, such that

some w-fold sum P+ • • • +P contains an interior point, cf. §3. Thus, the

following generalization, (cf. §2), of a theorem due to Steinhaus [20] yields

a new proof of Ostrowski's result. Let Pi and P2 be two subsets of Em, each of

positive measure; then it is possible to delete sets of measure 0 from Pi and

Bi, in such a way that P1+P2 becomes an open set.

Let fl be the class of all functions/(x) on Em equal to a polynomial, (in

the components of x). Let bo, bi, • ■ ■ , bkbe k + 1 different real numbers and

let/0(x), • • • , fk(x) be a set of k + 1 functions on Em. The central part of

this paper consists of results of the following type, (i) If/0 is bounded on a

(measurable) set of positive measure and, moreover,

h

(1) E /.■(* + ity) e 0 for each y £ C,
1-0

where C is a subset of Em of positive measure, then/oEfi. (ii) Let B\, 62 be a

fixed pair of rationally independent real numbers, and let p, q denote arbitrary

non-negative integers. If m — \, f0 is measurable and C= [c\c = pdi+qOi;

p+q^k} then (1) implies the existence of a g£fl, such that f(x) —g(x) for

almost all x.

The above result (i) may be generalized by introducing the notion of a

"local condition." Whether or not a function/(x) satisfies a given local con-

dition P at a point Xo, depends only on the behavior of f(x) in an arbitrarily

small neighborhood of x0. We only consider local conditions P, such that:

(a) If f(x) satisfies P at x0 then/(x-f-&) satisfies P at x0—h, for each hEEm;

(b) If A and/2 satisfy P at x0 then also/i— /2. For A as an open subset of Em,
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flp(A) will denote the class of all the functions on A, which satisfy P at each

point in A. Thus,/£flp(A) implies (*) Anf=f(x+h)—f(x)Gftp(Ah), for each
hGEm; here, Ah=AC\(A —h) is the domain of Ahf. A local condition P is said

to have the weak difference property if, vice versa, for/ as a function on the

open set A, (*) implies fG&p(A), whenever/ is bounded on some subset of A

of positive measure. Now, from Theorem 6.1, we have the following gen-

eralization of (i). Let A and C be subsets of Em, where A is open and con-

nected and C is of positive measure. Let £ be a given local condition with the

weak difference property. Finally, let bo = 0, bi, ■ • ■ , bk be £ + 1 different real

numbers, and let /,-(x) (t = 0, • • • , k) be a function defined on A+6,C.

Assertion: if (1) holds for Sl = SlP(A) then f0G&p(A), whenever/0 is bounded

on some subset of A of positive measure.

The results of de Bruijn [2; 3] imply the weak difference property of the

local conditions in £i, that f(x) be Riemann integrable, (or continuous, or

absolutely continuous, or of bounded variation, or differentiable, respec-

tively), throughout an interval about x0. In §5, we establish the weak differ-

ence property for certain local conditions in En, for instance, the local condi-

tions that/(x) =/(*i, • • ■ , xm) be continuous, (or analytic, or equal to a poly-

nomial, or bounded, respectively), throughout an entire neighborhood of the

point x0.

In §7, we concern ourselves with results of the type of the above assertion

(ii), some of which are generalizations of results due to Boas [l]. Finally, in

§8, we give a new proof of the following theorem due to Skitovic [19]. Let ay

and bj, (j = l, • • • , n), be real constants and let X\, • • • , Xn be independent

random variables, such that YJoyXy and YJfiyXy are independent. Then each

Xj, for which ajbjT^O, is normally distributed. We note that each of the

§§2, 3, 7 and 8 is a self-contained unit with an interest of its own.

Before proceeding, we want to give some counterexamples, showing that

the assumptions on/0, in the above assertions (i) and (ii), cannot be weakened

very much without strengthening the assumptions on C, and vice versa(2).

The following construction is similar to one given by Erdos and Golomb [6,

16].
Let UQEm be a Hamel basis of the linear space Em over the enumerable

field R, obtained by adjoining bo, • ■ • , bk to the field of rational numbers,

i.e. each x£Em has a unique representation as a finite sum x = ^Ha(x)ua

with Ha(x) GR and uaG U. Let UoG U be fixed; then H(x) =H0(x) is additive

on £m, such that H(btx) =btH(x), i = 0, • ■ ■ , k. Further, the additive group

G= [x\H(x)=0] is not of positive measure; for, otherwise, G = G-\-G would

contain an interior point, thus, G = Em, contradicting u0^G. But £m is the

union of the denumerably many cosets {x|i/(x)=r} of G, (rGR), hence,

(2) These counterexamples also show, that the same is true for the above stated consequence

of Theorem 6.1, provided that each function in Qp(A) is measurable on A.
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G is a nonmeasurable set of the power c. Therefore, H is nonmeasurable, thus,

unbounded on each set of positive measure.

Suppose that k + l ^3, and let ft, • • • , th be real constants with zZ*Yi

= zZbiYi = 0 and 70^0. Then the set of functions/,(x) = 7,-i7(x), (i = 0, • • • ,k),

satisfies

(2) jj ffa + biy) - 0,

identically in x and y. But, H being nonmeasurable, fo = yoHE&, thus, in

assertion (i), the condition on/0 cannot be omitted, even if C = Em. Further,

the set of bounded functions ffa) = 7,- arc tan H(x), (i = 0, • • • , k), satisfies

(2) for x£Pm, yEG, though foE®- From the properties of G, it follows that,

in assertion (ii), "measurable" cannot be replaced by "bounded," while, in

assertion (i), the condition "of positive measure" on C cannot be replaced by

(say) "of positive outer measure."

2. Sums of sets of positive measure. Let B be a measurable subset of the

Euclidean space Em. The set B is said to be of unit density at the point

xoGPm when

lim u(B r\ Sr)p(Sr)-1 = 1.
r-t

Here, Sr denotes the sphere |x—x0| <r, while p(U) denotes the w-dimen-

sional Lebesgue measure of U. By P* we shall denote the set of all the points

Xo in B at which P is of unit density. Then B is of unit density at almost all

points of B, (cf. Sierpinsky [17]) thus, p(B*) =n(B).

Theorem 2.1. For i = l, • • • , k, let Btbe a subset of Em of positive measure

and let ai be any fixed point in B*. Then there exist positive numbers S and 17,

such that

u((Bi - *i) C\ • • • n (Bt - xk)) > v > 0,

whenever |x,-—a,| <8, i = l, • • • , k.

Proof. Replacing P,- by P, —a,-, we may assume that a, = 0, thus, P,- is of

unit density at 0, (i = l, • • • , k). Let e be a fixed real number, 0<e<l/k,

and let 5 be a fixed sphere | x\ <p such that

(1) P(d) £ (1 - t)n(S) (i = 1, • • • , k),

where

(2) Ci = BiC\S (i=l, •■-,*).

From CiQBi,

m0 = u((Bi - xi) r\ ■ ■ ■ n (Bk - xk)) ^ p(sn (Ci - xi) n • • • n (ck - **)),
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hence, (letting D denote the complement of D).

k

(3) mo ̂  p(S) -Z^fl (d - Xi)).
1

Further, from

n(s u (d - *,-)) = ks) + u(s r\ (c, - *<))

together with (1) and CiC.S, we have

a(sr\ (d - x^) = KS) - u(d) + u(s n (d - *«))

^ eu(S) + tiS A (5 - x,)) = m(,S) + 0( I x, I ).

In fact, one easily proves that, in Em,

n(S r\(s- *)) ̂  wp-v(5) | x |.

From (3), it follows that

ra0^ (1- *«)M(5) -0(| xx|)-0|(xt|),

showing that to each positive number rj<(l — ke)n(S) there corresponds a

positive number 5 such that mo>n whenever |x,| <5, t = l, • • • , k.

The following result is due to Steinhaus [20, p. 99].

Let Bi and B2 be two linear sets, each of positive measure. Then Bi—Bi con-

tains an interval of positive length. Moreover, if £i=£2 then 0 is an interior

point of Bi—Bi.
Theorem 2.1 yields the following generalization.

Theorem 2.2. Let Bi and B2 be subsets of Em, each of positive measure. Then,

after deleting suitable subsets of measure 0 from Bi and Bi, the set B\—Bi be-

comes an open set. In fact, B*—B* (and, also, B*-\-B*) is open.

More precisely, to each point d in B*—B* there correspond positive numbers

5 and n, such that

| y — d |   < 5 implies n(B* f~\ (B* + y)) > v-

Proof. Note that BfGBi and n(Bf) =/x(£,), (t' = l, 2). Let d = ai-a2 with
atGB*, (t = l, 2). From Theorem 2.1, there exist positive numbers 5 and tj,

such that

u(B*r\ (B* + y)) = ti((Bi - ai) H (B, - oi + y)) > «,

whenever |(ai— y)— a2| =\y—d\ <5.

The following lemma will be needed in the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and

Theorem 7.1.

Lemma 2.1. Let B be a subset of Em of positive measure. Let {!;„} be a se-
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quence of points in Em, converging to 0. Let B' be the set of all those points x in

B for which x+$-nEB, infinitely often. Then B' is of positive measure.

Proof. We may assume that P is a bounded set. We have 0EB*—B*,

hence, from Theorem 2.2, there exist positive numbers 5 and 17, such that

/x(Pn(P-£))>>} whenever |{|<5. Let Cn = Br\(B-£n); then u(Cn)>r,

whenever n > N0. Further,

00 00 00

B' =   D     (J Cn=   n DN (say).
JV=1    n-N JV-1

Here, p(Dn) ^p(Cn) >V, for N>N0, while each set of the decreasing sequence

{Pjv} is a subset of the bounded set B. It follows that u(B') =^??>0.

Finally, we mention the following generalization of a result due to

Ruziewicz [16].

Let B be a subset of Em of positive measure. Then to each positive integer k

there corresponds a positive number Sk, such that, for each u in Em with \u\ <8k,

the set B contains an arithmetical progression 61, h, • • • , bk with bi — &,_i = m,

(i = 2, •••,*).
Proof. We may assume that 0 is a point of unit density of P. From Theo-

rem 2.1, applied for a< = 0, Bi = B, (i = l, • • • , k), there exists a positive num-

ber 5, such that p((B— xi)C\ ■ • • H(B—x*))>0, whenever |x,| <5,

(i = l, • • • , k). Letting x< = (i — l)w, (i = l, ■ • • , k) with (k — l)\u\ <8, it

follows that the set of points bi with bi + (i — l)uEB, i = l, • ■ ■ , k, is of posi-

tive measure, hence, nonempty.

Added in proof. Let X be a locally compact additive group, let u denote a

regular right Haar measure on X, and let Pi, • • • , Bk be Borel sets in X.

It can be shown that there exists a sequence { Un\ of neighborhoods of 0

with the following property. Let [Sn] be a sequence of Borel sets with

ju(S„)>0, Sn<Un; then there exists a Borel set D with u(D)=0, such that,

for each xED,

lim u((Bi - x) H Sn)u(Sn)~l =1 if x E Bi,
n—► w

= 0 if xE Bi,

i = l, • • ■ , k. Letting B? = BiC\D, the results and proofs of this section carry

over to X. Somewhat simpler proofs are obtained by observing that the func-

tion p((Bi — xi)C\ • ■ ■ r\(Bk—xk)) is jointly continuous in the x,-, cf. P. R.

Halmos, Measure theory, New York, 1950, p. 266.

3. Additive functions.
Definition. A subset P of Pm is said to be of positive type when a positive

integer n can be found, such that the w-fold sum BM =B+ ■ ■ ■ +B contains

a nonempty open subset. If n is the smallest such integer, we put v(B) =l/n;

when P is not of positive type we put v(B) =0.
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Theorem 3.1. Let H(x) be a real-valued additive function on Em and suppose

that H(x) is bounded above on a set B of positive type. Then H(x) is of the form

H(x) =ax, where a is a constant vector in Em.

Proof. Let H(x) ^ M for xGB, where If is a constant. Let v(B) = l/» and

let xGBM; then x can be written as x=xi + • • • -\-xn with x,£/3, thus,

H(x) = H(xi) + ■ • • +H(xn)^nM. Let 5 be some open sphere |x—x0| <e,

completely contained in 73tn). Then |x| <e implies xa-\-xGBM and x0 —x

G/3(n), hence,

H(x) = H(x0 + x) - H(xo) ^nM - H(x0)

and -H(x)=H(-x)^nM-H(xo). Consequently, \H(x)\ ^K = nM-H(x0)

when |x| <e. The rest is classical. For |x| <e/q, where q is a positive integer,

we have

| H(y + x) - H(y) |   =  | H(x) |   = \/q \H(qx) \   ^ K/q,

thus, H is continuous everywhere. Finally, H(\x) = X77(x) for X rational,

hence, for X real.

Remark. A slight modification of the above proof yields the following

more general result. Let X be a topological linear space over the field of the

reals, and let H(x) be a real additive function on X, which is bounded above

on a set of positive type. Then 77(Xx) =Xi/(x) for X real. Thus, if an additive

function H on X is bounded on a set B, with 73 —73 of positive type, then both

the real and imaginary part of H is bounded on 73'=73W(—73), which is of

positive type, i.e. 77(Xx) =X7Z(x) for X real. This implies a result of Kestelman

[8] for normed linear spaces.

From Theorem 2.2, if 73 is a subset of Em of positive measure then B*-\-B*

is open, (thus, i>(/3) 2:1/2). Consequently, if a real-valued additive function

H on Em is bounded above on a set of positive measure, (e.g. when // is

measurable), then H(x) is a linear function. In fact, this result(3) in Em can

be easily obtained from the special case ra = l, which is due to Ostro.vski

[15]. However, Theorem 3.1 applies to much thinner sets. For, the following

sets 73 are all of measure 0 but of positive type.

1. In £i, the closed set 73 of all real numbers of the form J^J0 enp~n, where

en = 0, 1 and where p is a fixed integer ^3. Clearly, v(B) = \/(p — \). In gen-

eral, let 73i be any closed set to which there corresponds a denumerable set C

in Em such that Em is the union of all the sets c-\-Bf, (cGC; « = 1, 2, • • • )•

Then 73i is of positive type. For, at least one of the closed sets c+TJi'0 is not

nowhere dense, hence, contains an interior point.

2. In £2, the set 73 of points (cos 9, sin 6), where 9 runs through a set of

real numbers of positive linear measure.

3. In Em, the set B=Bi\J ■ ■ ■ \JBm, where 73, is a set of positive linear

(') It can also easily be deduced from Lemma 2.1, cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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type situated on a straight line Lit 0 = 1, ■ • -, m), provided that no hyper-

plane is parallel to each Lj\ cf. Kestelman [8, 146].

4. Difference properties. In this paper, a local condition in Em is defined

by a class P* of functions on Em such that giEP*, gtEP*, together imply

gi—gtEP*. Let xoGPm and let/(x) be a function defined on an open set con-

taining x0. We say that/(x) satisfies at x0 the local condition P associated to

P* when a function gEP* and a positive number e can be found, such that

f(x)=g(x — Xo) for \x— x0| <e, (thus, a restriction imposed on the behavior

of f(x) in the immediate neighborhood of x0). It follows that any local condi-

tion P has the following properties: (i) If f(x) satisfies P at x0 then, for each

hEEm, the function/(x-fP) satisfies P at x0 — h; (ii) If/i and/2 satisfy P at

Xo then also/i—/2 and/i-f/2.

Let P be a local condition and let A be an open subset of Em. Then the

class of all functions/ on A, satisfying P at each point of A, will be denoted

as £lP(A). Further, for hEEm, we put

A H (A - h) = Ah.

Thus, when/(x) is defined on A then Ahf(x) =f(x + h) —f(x) is defined on Ak.

Definition. A local condition P is said to be bounded, (or measurable,

respectively), when a function, which satisfies P at a point x0, is always

bounded, (or measurable, respectively), in some (open) neighborhood of x0.

Definition. A local condition is said to have the difference property when

the following is true for each open subset A of Pm. Let/ be a function on A

such that AhfE&p(Ah) for each hEEm. Then there exists an additive function

77 on Pm, such that/-77EM^)-

Definition. A local condition P is said to have the weak difference prop-

erty when the following is true for each open subset A of Pm. Let f(x) be a

function on A, which is bounded on a subset P of A of positive measure,

and such that AhfE^p(Ak) for each hEEm. Then fE&p(A).

Definition. A class fl of functions on Em is said to have the difference

properly when to each function / on Em, such that AhfE& for each hEEm,

there corresponds an additive function 7/on Em, such that/—HE&-

De Bruijn [2; 3] proved the difference property for a great number of

classes of functions on Pi. We mention:

(BI) The class of all polynomials.

(B2) The class of all trigonometric polynomials of period 1.

(B3) The class of all functions, analytic for — oo <x < + °° •

(B4) The class of all functions, which can be extended to a function

f(x+iy), analytic in the strip \y\ 2»1.

(B5) The class of all real functions with |/(x)-/(0)| gl.

Further, his results easily imply that each of the following "adjectives"

represents a (bounded and measurable) local condition in Pi having the

difference property. (Observe that, for P as a local condition in Em with the
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difference property, the class QP(Em) always has the difference property.)

(B6) Continuous. (B7) Riemann integrable, ( = bounded and continuous

almost everywhere). (B8) Absolutely continuous. (B9) Of bounded variation.

(BIO) k times differentiable. (Bll) k times differentiable, &th derivative

bounded. (B12) k times differentiable, &th derivative continuous. Here, k is

a fixed integer 2:1.

A function f(x) satisfies such a local condition at the point x0 when it is

defined and continuous (or Riemann integrable, etc.) throughout an open

interval containing x0. We note that the local conditions "measurable" and

"bounded" do not have the difference property, cf. [2, p. 195, p. 217]. How-

ever, the latter condition does have the weak difference property, as is shown

by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. In Em, let P be the local condition of boundedness, i.e. a func-

tion f satisfies P at a point x0 if and only if f is defined and bounded in some

neighborhood of x0. Then P has the weak difference property.

Proof. Let the function/be defined on an open set A, such that |/(x) | £M

= constant throughout a subset 73 of A of positive measure, while AhfG®p(Ah)

for hGEm- Suppose that/(x) does not satisfy P at some point Xo in A. Then

there exists a sequence {£„} of points in £m, converging to 0, and such that

|/(xo+£n)| —*°° for «—>=o. From Lemma 2.1, there exists a point y0,

yoGB'GBQA, such that yo+ZnGB for infinitely many n, hence, |/(yo+£n)|

gM for some infinite subsequence {£„' } of {£«}• But then, for h=y0 — x0, we

have | AA/(x0+£„')| —>°° for n—>oo, contradicting the assumption that Ahf(x)

satisfies P at x0.

Lemma 4.1. Let P be a local condition such that: (i) P has the difference prop-

erty; (ii) P is either bounded or measurable; (iii) If a is a constant vector then the

linear function g(x) —ax satisfies P at each point x0. Then P has the weak differ-

ence property.

Proof. Let the function/ be defined as in the preceding proof. P having

the difference property, it follows that/ = g+77 with gG&p(A) and H addi-

tive. Itsuffices to prove that His linear; for then, HG&p(A), hence,fG&p(A).

When P is measurable, gG®p(A) is measurable on 73, thus, bounded on a sub-

set 73i of 73 of positive measure. But then the additive function 7/ is bounded

on 73i, implying that H is linear, (cf. §3). When P is bounded, g(x) is bounded

on each compact subset of A. Hence, letting 73! be any compact subset of B

of positive measure the same conclusion holds.

Remark. Condition (iii) is in some sense a necessary condition. For let

P be any local condition with the weak difference property and let g(x) be a

polynomial (in the components xx, ■ ■ ■ , xm of x). Then g(x) satisfies P at

each point x0, as is easily shown by induction with respect to the degree of g.
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5. Local conditions having the difference property. In this section, we

shall establish the difference property for certain local conditions P in Em.

The reader will observe that each of these local conditions P satisfies the as-

sumptions of Lemma 4.1, thus, P has also the weak difference property. The

methods of proof are similar to those of de Bruijn [2]; as to his results, we

shall only use the fact that, in Pi, each of the local conditions of continuity

and differentiability has the difference property.

Theorem 5.1. In Em, the (bounded and measurable) local condition of con-

tinuity has the difference property.

Proof. Let A be an open subset of Pm and let f(x) =/(xi, ■ • • , xm) be

defined on A, such that Ahf(x) is continuous throughout Ah, for each hEEm.

Let y be a fixed point in A. Because Theorem 5.1 holds for m = 1, we have for

each integer j (1 ^j^m) that there exists an additive function Hj(x,) on Pi,

such that, at the point y, the function/(x1? • ■ • ,xm)—Hj(xi) is continuous in

Xj. Let 7f(x) be the additive function on Pm, defined by

(1) H(x) = H(xu ■ ■ ■ , xm) = Hfai) + ■ ■ • + Hm(xm).

Then, at y, the function g(x) =f(x) —II(x) is continuous in each Xj. From

(2) g(x + h) - g(x) + Ahg(x) = g(x) + Ahf(x) - H(h),

applied for h=x'—y, it follows that g(x) is continuous in each Xj at every

point x' in A. Now, by a theorem of Hahn [7], there exists a point in A at

which g(x) is jointly continuous in Xi, • • • , xm. Thus, applying (2) again,

g(x) is continuous at each point in A.

Theorem 5.2. Let k be a fixed positive integer or k= °°, and let D stand for

any differential operator in Em of the form

(3) D = (-) • • • (-) with 0 ^ p £ k,
\dxtl/ \dXiv/

(p < oo). To each such operator D we associate a local condition Pd with the weak

difference property; (note that the condition Pd may be void). Let g(x) be a func-

tion defined in a neighborhood of the point x0 in Em. We say that g(x) satisfies at

xa the local condition Q when for each D: (i) Dg exists throughout some neighbor-

hood of x0; (ii) Dg satisfies at x0 the local condition Pd- Assertion: the local condi-

tion Q is measurable and has the difference property.

Remark 1. We shall say that a function g(x) satisfies at x0 the local condi-

tion Qi(k) when Dg exists throughout a neighborhood of x0, for each D of the

form (3). Taking each PD as the empty condition, Theorem 5.2 implies

that Qi(k) has the difference property. Clearly, Qi(k) is the straightforward

generalization to Pm of the local condition (BIO) in Pi. Theorem 5.2 also im-
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plies the difference property of similar generalizations to Em of (Bll), (using

Theorem 4.1), and of (B12), (using Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 4.1).

Remark 2. Let <f>(x) =<j>(xx, • • • , xm) be defined on an open set A, such

that all its first partial derivatives exist in A. Then, throughout A, <f>(x) is

continuous in each Xy, implying (cf. Lebesgue [10, 201]) that (f>(x) is of the

(ra —l)th Baire class, consequently, <j>(x) is measurable in A. This implies a.o.

that the above local condition Q is measurable.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first show that Qi(k) has the difference property.

Let f(x) =/(xi, • • • , xm) be defined on an open set A, such that, for each

hGEm and each D of the form (3), DAhf exists throughout Ah. Let y be a fixed

point in A. Because, in E\, the local condition of differentiability has the

difference property, there exists an additive function 7/y on £i, such that, at

the point y, f(x\, • ■ ■ , xm)—Hj(xf) is differentiable with respect to Xy. Let

H(x) be the additive function on Em, defined by (1), and let g(x) =f(x) —H(x).

Then g(x) is differentiable with respect to each Xy, first at the point y, but

hence, (applying (2) for h=x' — y), at each point x' in A. This already shows

that (?i(l) has the difference property. Further, from Remark 2, g(x) is a

measurable function on A.

Let 1 ̂ ko<k£ °° ; it suffices to prove that D'g exists in A for each D' of

order fco+1, given that Dg exists in A for each D of order k0. Thus, let D be

a fixed operator of order ko; then Dg exists as a measurable function on A.

Moreover,

(4) AhDg = DAhg = D(Ahf - H(h)),

thus, for t=l, • • • , ra, dAhDg/dxt exists throughout Ah, for each hGEm.

Because Q\(\) has the difference property, we have Dg=gi-\-Hu where 77i is

additive on £m and gi has all its first derivatives throughout A. From Remark

2, gi is measurable on A; hence, 7/i is measurable and, thus, linear. Conse-

quently, for each D of order ko, all the first derivatives of Dg exist in A, i.e.

D'g exist in A, for each D' of order ko+i.

Now, let/ be defined on A, such that, for each hGEm, Arfsatisfies Q and,

thus, Qi(k) throughout Ah- From the above result, f = g+77, where H is addi-

tive, while g is a measurable function on A satisfying Qi(k) at each point in A.

Let D be fixed. Then Dg is measurable on A, hence, bounded on a subset of A

of positive measure. Further, from (4) and the definition of Q, we have, for

each hGEm, that AhDg satisfies the local condition Pd at each point in An.

Because Pd has the weak difference property, it follows that, for each D, the

function Dg satisfies Pd in A, i.e., g satisfies Q in A.

As follows, we introduce a new local condition A in £m, which generalizes

the local conditions (BI), (B3) and (B4) in £i. Let 7? be the set of all the vec-

tors r = (ri, • ■ • , rm) in Em with non-negative integral components ry. We call

s = (si, • • ■ , Sm) a predecessor of rGR, when for some index j, l^j§ra, we

have 5< = r,- for i^j and Sj=fj — 1. Let A* be a finite or denumerable class of
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"sequences" {Xr}, with index set P, and such that 0^Xr^ °°, Xo>0. We as-

sume that: (i) For each pair of sequences {Xr} and (X/ } in A*, one can find

a sequence {Xr" j in A* and a positive constant c with \r+\{ ^cXr", for each

rER; (ii) For each sequence {Xr} in A*, one can find a sequence {X/ } in A*

and a positive constant c, such that to each rER with \r\ ^1 there corre-

sponds a predecessor sER of r with X, ̂ cX/.

A function g(x), defined in a neighborhood of the point x0EPm, will be

said to satisfy the local condition A at xo, when there exist a neighborhood N

of Xo, a sequence {Xr} in A*, and a positive constant c, such that: (i) All

mixed derivatives of g exist and are continuous throughout N, (and, thus, are

independent of the order in which the single differentiations are performed);

(ii) |Prg(x)| ^cXr, for rER and xEN, where

D,. (±Y... (±)-.
\dxi/ \dxm/

Theorem 5.3. The local condition A has the difference property. Obviously,

A is bounded and measurable.

Proof. Let A be an open subset of Em and let/(x) be defined on A, such

that, for each hEEm, Ahf satisfies A at each point of Ah', without loss of

generality, we may assume that/(x) is real-valued. Especially, for rER and

hEEm, DrAtj exists and is continuous throughout Ah. In view of Theorem

5.1 and Lemma 4.1, Theorem 5.2, applied for k= <*>, yields the decomposition

f = g+H, where H is additive on Em, while DTg exists and is continuous

throughout A, for each rER-

Let Xo be a fixed point in A; it suffices to prove that g(x) satisfies A at

Xo. Let «i and e2 be positive numbers, such that the sphere \x — x0| ^ei+«2 is

entirely contained in A. Let K be the sphere |x—x0| ^ei and let 5 be the

sphere |x| ^e2; then KQAh for hES.

For the moment, let h be fixed, hES. From the assumptions on Ahf(x)

= Ahg(x)+H(h), we have for each point ^EKQAh that there exist an open

neighborhood N(QAk of £, a sequence (Xr(£)} in A* and a positive constant

e(£), such that |PrAAg(x)| ^£c(£)Xr(£) for rER, xEN(. From the compactness

of K and property (i) of A*, it follows that to each hES there correspond a

sequence {Xr} in A* and a positive integer M, such that

(5) | DrAhg(x) |   g M\T for r E R, x E K.

For a given sequence {Xr} in A* and a given positive integer M, let Sj be the

set of all the points hES for which (5) holds. Then 5 is the union of all pos-

sible sets Sj. Moreover, A* being enumerable, there are only denumerably

many such sets Sj. Hence, it is not true that each «S> is nowhere dense in S,

i.e. there exists an Sj which is dense in some sphere S', contained in S, (say)

the sphere |x—Xi| gS with 8>0. If {\r} and M, (which are fixed from now
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on), correspond to this 5y then (5) holds for a set of values h dense in S'. But

DTg(x) is continuous in A; thus, for xGK, hGS', (hence, x£A, x+hGA),

DrAhg(x) is a continuous function of h. It follows that (5) holds for each

hGS'.
Let x, y be any pair of points in K with |x— y\ ^25. Applying (5) for

h = hi = xi+2~1(y—x)GS' and also for h = hi = xi — 2_1(y—x)GS', we have

from x-\-hi=y-\-hi that

I Drg(y) - Drg(x) I   =  I DrAhlg(x) - DrAhg(y) |   ;g 2M\r,

for each rGR- Let M' be the smallest integer ^ei/5; K being the sphere

|x—x0| jtai we conclude that

(6) | Drg(y) - Drg(x) |   ^ 2MMX ii r G R, x G K, y G K.

Let r£7?, |r| 251, and let s be any predecessor of r, thus, Drg=dDag/dXj for

some j, l^j^m. Let e, be the unit vector parallel to the Xy-axis. Applying

(6) for r replaced by 5 and x=x0 — eiey, y=Xo + «ifiy, it follows from the mean

value theorem that (for each predecessor s of r) there exists a point yGK,

such that

(7) | DTg(y) |   g MM'\,/ei.

Combining (6) and (7), we obtain that, for each rGR with |r| Jgl, and any

predecessor s of r,

| Drg(x) |   ^ MM'(2\r + A./«i) if x G 7C.

Further, for r = 0, the continuous function Drg(x) =g(x) is certainly bounded

on K. We now conclude from the properties of the class A* that there exist

a sequence {X/ } in A* and a positive constant c such that | Drg(x) \ ^c\' for

rGR, xGK. This shows that g(x) satisfies at x0 the local condition A.

We shall now exhibit some applications of Theorem 5.3. As is easily veri-

fied, each of the following classes A* satisfies the required properties (i) and

(ii). From Theorem 5.3, for each such A*, the corresponding local condition A

has the difference property, i.e. when A is an open subset of Em and the func-

tion/ is defined on A, such that AhfG^A(Ah) for hGEm, then/—/7£i2A(A)

for some additive function H on Em. Consequently, the class Qa(Em), of all the

functions on £m satisfying A everywhere, has the difference property.

1. Let A* consist of the sequences {Xjn)} = {XjJ?...,,.„}, (n = 0, 1, • • • ),

with X<n, = l if ri+ ■ ■ ■ +rm^n, Xf =0, otherwise. Then gG^(A) ii and

only if g(x) is equal to a polynomial throughout each (connected) component

of A. Thus, we have a.o. that the class QA(Em) of all polynomials on Em has

the difference property; this generalizes the corresponding result (BI) in E\,

due to de Bruijn [2].

2. Let A* consist of the sequences {XrW}, (7V=1, 2, ■ ■ •), with
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Xr =   Ar,,---.rm   =   fj!  •  •  •  fm!tf

Then ^E^a(A) if and only if, throughout each (connected) component of A,

g(x) =g(xi, - - ■ , xm) is an analytic function of the real variables Xi, • • • , xm.

Thus we have a.o. that the class £lA(Em), of all the analytic functions on Em,

has the difference property; this generalizes the corresponding result (B3)

due to de Bruijn [2].

3. Let Pi, • • • , Rm be fixed positive numbers, and let A* consist of all

the sequences {X^}, (A7=l, 2, • • • ), of the form

*£!..,. - n! • • • rml(Ri + 1/N)~ri ■■■(Rm+ 1/N)~rm.

Then gE®A.(A) if and only if the following is true for each convex subset A'

of A. In thespace of m complex variableszJ=xy-r-iyJ, (xy,y,-real; 7 = 1, ■ • • ,m),

let A" be the set of points satisfying

(8) | Zj — Xj I   = P,-,        j = 1, • • • , m, for some (*/, • ■ • , x'm) E A'.

Then there exists a single-valued function g(x-)-iy) = g(zi, • • • , zm) on A",

analytic in the complex variables Zi, • • • , zm, such that g(x) =g(x) for xEA'.

It follows that the class flA(Pm), of all analytic functions on Em, extendable

to an analytic function of Zi, • ■ • , zm in the region |yy| ^Py (7 = 1, ■ • • , m),

has the difference property; this generalizes the corresponding result (B4)

in Pi, due to de Bruijn [2]. As an easy consequence, the class of "entire"

functions on Em has the difference property.

4. Let w = 1, and let A* consist of thesequences [NTBr\, (N=l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■),

where {Pr} is a a fixed sequence of positive numbers with Pr>erPr_i, e being

a positive constant. Then gE^x(A) if and only if |Prg(x)| Vr = 0(B1/r), uni-

formly in any finite closed subinterval of A. Note that the class £l\(A) is

quasi-analytic if and only if A is an open interval and

X)    sup B,   '    = 00,
r-0 L »Sr J

cf. Carleman [4]. The latter condition holds, for instance, when Br^r\ for

infinitely many positive integers r.

6. A functional equation. Let <p(x, y) be a function on EmXEn, admitting

the following representation as a sum of functions of one variable:

k

(1) <p(x, y) = zZffaiX + bty),
<_o

a,-, bi being given real constants with

at 7^ 0,        aj>j — ajbi ^ 0, (i, j — 0, • • • , k; i 9^ j).

For k + l ^3, this representation is certainly not unique. For, let 70, ■ • • , 7*
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be real constants, not all zero, with XX'Tt- ZX7» = 0, and let H be an addi-

tive function on Em with //(a,x) =a,7/(x), 7/(&,x) = &,-7/(x), (t = 0, • • • , k)(*).

Then ^■yiH(aix-\-biy) =0, hence, if/,(x) (t = 0, • • • , k) is a solution of (1)

then also/,(x)+7,//(x) (t = 0, • • • , k). But H(x) is, in general, unbounded

on each set of positive measure, hence, the same is true for most solutions of

(1).
In order to rule out such pathological solutions, we might consider only

those solutions/,(x) (t = 0, • • • , k) of (1), for which each function/,(x) is

bounded on some set of positive measure. Assertion (i) of the following

Theorem 6.1, (applied for A =C = Em), easily implies that, for each such solu-

tion of (1), all the functions/,(x) are necessarily continuous, (or analytic, or

polynomial, etc.), whenever, for each y££m, the function d>y(x) =<b(x, y) is

continuous, (or analytic, or polynomial, respectively). Clearly, this is a gen-

eralization of the following classical result, (cf. §3). Let/(x) be a function on

Em, such that: (i) f(x) is bounded on a set of positive measure; (ii) f(x) is a

solution of the functional equation

f(y) = fix + y) - f(x).

Then/(x) is continuous on £m, in fact,/(x) is a (linear) polynomial.

Theorem 6.1. In Em, let A be an open connected set and let Cbea set of posi-

tive measure. Let 4>(x, y) be a given function on AXC and consider the relation

(2) 4>(x, y) = £ fi(x + biy),
>-o

where k^O is a given integer and the bi are given real numbers, biT^bo — O

(t = l, ■ • • , k). By a solution of (2) we mean a set of functions /,(x)

(t = 0, 1, • • • , k),fi(x) being defined on A -\-biC, such that (2) holds for all pairs
of points x,y with xGA,yGC. Let fi(x) (i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , k) andf?(x) (i = 0, ■ • ■ , k)

be two solutions of (2), such that each of the two functions fo(x) and /o*(x) is

bounded on some subset of A of positive measure.

Assertion: (i) Let P be a local condition in Em having the weak difference

property. Suppose that, for each yoGC, the function <f>(x, y0) satisfies P at each

point of A. Thenfo(x) satisfies P at each point of A.

(ii) //, in addition to the assumptions of (i), P is either bounded or measura-

ble, then fo(x) —fo*(x) is a polynomial on A of degree :£& —1.

(iii) Suppose that, for each yoGC, the function 0(x, y0) is a polynomial on

A of degree ^n, (n fixed). Then fo(x) is a polynomial on A of degree ^n-\-k.

Here, the condition, that C be of positive measure, cannot be weakened

very much, cf. §1. In assertion (iii) we allow the value n— —\, provided that a

(') One way of obtaining such a function H is by means of a Hamel basis of E„ over the

field R, obtained by adjoining the a,- and bi to the field of rational numbers, cf. §1.
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polynomial of degree —1 is interpreted as the zero-function. Observe that

(ii) is a consequence of (i) and (iii). For, suppose that the conditions of (ii)

hold. From (i),/o and/0*, thus,/0' =/0—/o* satisfy P throughout A. Because

P is bounded or measurable, fi is bounded on a subset of A of positive meas-

ure. Further, f* =/.—// (* = 0, • • • , k) is a solution of (2) with <f>(x, y) re-

placed by 0, a polynomial of degree —1. Hence, from (iii), fi is a poly-

nomial on A of degree ^k — 1.

We shall say that a function f(x) satisfies Q at a point x0, when f(x) is

denned and equal to a polynomial throughout an entire neighborhood of x0.

Clearly, Q is a bounded local condition. From application 1 of Theorem 5.3,

Q has the difference property. Hence, from Lemma 4.1, Q has also the weak

difference property. Now, suppose that the conditions of assertion (iii) hold.

Then (i), (applied to Q instead of P), already shows that/0 satisfies Q through-

out A, i.e. /o is a polynomial on A. Consequently, it suffices to prove (i) and

the part of (iii) which asserts that the polynomial f0 is of degree ^n + k.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. From b0 = 0, everything is obvious when £ = 0. Let

k be a fixed integer, fc_l, and suppose that Theorem 6.1 holds when k is re-

placed by k — 1. Let ffa) (t=0, • • • , k) be a solution of (2), such that/0(x)
is bounded on a subset B of A of positive measure. Let x0 be an arbitrary but

fixed point in A and let £0 be any point of unit density of B, £oEA\ Select any

polygonal path (of finite length) L in A with endpoints £0 and x0, and let e

denote the distance between L and the complement of A, 0 < e = oo. Finally,

let A' be the set of all the points in Pm having a distance <e/2 from P. Then:

(a) A' is open and connected, x0E^4'; (b) For each hEEm with \h\ ^e/2, we

have A' + hEA, especially, A'E-A; (c) The function/0(x) is bounded on the

subset B' =A'C\B of A', where B' is of positive measure.

From Theorem 2.2, applied for d = 0, (or from the fact that B' and C

possess points of unit density), there exists a positive number 5, 8^e/2, such

that, for each hEEm with \h\ g.8, both sets B'(h)=B'C\(B'-h) and C(h)
= Cr\(C+h/bk) are of positive measure; (note that bky^0). For the moment,

let hEEm be arbitrary but fixed, \h\ ^8. Then, B'(h) and C(h) are of posi-

tive measure and A' + hE-A. Further, let

(3) hi = (1 - bi/bk)h,   gfa) = ffa + hi) - ffa), (i = 0, • • • , *).

Here, hk = 0 and, (by b0 = 0), h0 = h, thus, g*(x)=0 and g0(x) =Ahf(x). More-

over, xEB'(h) implies xEB' and x+hEB', hence, ga(x) is bounded on B'(h),

where B'(h) EB'E-A-'. Observe that, for i = 0, • • • , k, the function gfa) is

well-defined on A'+biC(h). For, from A'E-A, A'+hEA and the definition of

C(h), it follows that xEA'+btC(h) implies xEA+b{C and, also, x+htEA'

+bi(C+h/bk)+hi = A'+h+biCEA+biC.

Let y' be any point in C(h). Then y'EC and y' — h/bk=y"EC, while,

from (3),
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(4) bty" + h = biy' + hi, (i = 0, • • • , *).

Under the conditions of assertion (i), (denoted as "case (i)"), both functions

<f>(x, y') and<£(x, y") satisfy P throughout A, hence, (from A'+hQA, A'QA),

the function

(5) f(x, y') = <b(x + h, y") - *(*, y')

satisfies P throughout A'. Similarly, under the conditions of assertion (iii),

(denoted as case (iii)), \p(x, y') is a polynomial on A' of degree ^w. Finally,

from (2), (3), (4), (5) and g*(x) =0,

(6) iKx, y') = £ gi(x + biy'),        (xGA'.y'G C(h)).
t-0

From bi7±ba = 0, (t = 0, • • • , k — 1), and the fact that go(x) is bounded on

the subset B'(h) oi A' of positive measure, it now follows by induction, (re-

placing A, C and/i(x), t = 0, • • • , k, by A', C(h) and gi(x), t = 0, • • • , k — 1,

respectively): (a) In case (i), that go(x) =Ahfo(x) satisfies P throughout A';

(b) In case (iii), that Ahf(x) is a polynomial on A' of degree £n+k — 1. In

fact, the latter conclusions hold for any hGEm with \h\ ^5.

Now, suppose first that case (i) holds. Let hGEm and Xi£A' be such that

xi-\-h = yiGA'. Because A' is an open, connected set, there exists a sequence

of points x2, • • • , xp, xp+i=y in A', such that, for hj = Xj+i — xy, we have

| hj\ ^5, j=l, • • • , p. Thus, the identity

Aa/o(x) = AhJ0(x) + A*2/o(x + hi) + ■ ■ ■ + AhJo(x + h+ ■ • ■ + hp-i)

implies that Anf0(x) satisfies P at xi, (for each hGEm and each XiGA/i). Be-

cause P has the weak difference property, and/o(x) is bounded on the subset

73' of A' of positive measure, it follows that/0(x) satisfies P throughout A',

especially at the point xaGA'. Here, x0 was chosen as an arbitrary point in A,

hence,/o(x) satisfies P throughout A. This proves assertion (i).

Now, suppose that case (iii) holds. From assertion (i) and the remark

preceding this proof, /o(x) is a polynomial on A. Furthermore, for each

hGEm with \h\ ^5, Ahf0(x) is a polynomial on A' of degree ^n + k — l. Con-

sequently, /o(x) is a polynomial of degree ^n+k.

Let P be a given local condition in Em. Suppose that the conditions of

Theorem 6.1, together with </>(x, yo)G&p(A) for each yoGC, always imply

foG®p(A). Then P has the weak difference property, showing that the con-

dition of assertion (i) is, in some sense, a necessary condition.

For, let A be any open set in En, and let/ be defined on A, such that:

(i) For each hGEm, and each x0£A with Xo + ^GA, the function Aj/ satisfies

P at x0; (ii) / is bounded on a subset 73 of A of positive measure. Let xx be a

fixed point of unit density for 73, xi£A, having a distance e from the comple-

ment of A. Let A' be the open sphere |x—Xi| <e/2 and let C be the set of
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positive measure |x| ge/2. Then, for each yEC, the function

*(*, y) = - A„/(x) = /(*) - f(x + y)

satisfies P throughout A'. Moreover,/ is bounded on the subset B' =A'(~\B

of A' of positive measure. From the above assumption concerning P, we have

/Eflp(A'), especially, / satisfies P at the point XiEA'E-A. Applying/(x+A)

—f(x)+Ahf(x) for h = x2— xi, it follows that/satisfiesP at each pointx2EA'.

This shows that P has the weak difference property.

As an interesting consequence of Theorem 6.1, we have

Theorem 6.2. Let P be a bounded, or measurable, local condition in Em hav-

ing the weak difference property. Let b0, bi, • • • , bk be given real numbers with

bi7*bo, (i — 1, ■ • • , k). Let ffa) (i = 0, • • • , k) be functions on the open con-

nected subset A of Em, such thatf0(x) is bounded on the subset B of A of positive

measure and that, for each yEC, the function

<t>(x,y) = E/<(*+M
t-0

satisfies P at each point Xo, where it is defined, (i.e. Xo+btyEA for all i). Here,

C is a subset of Em, such that, to each point x0EA, there corresponds a point

cEEm at which C is of unit density and with Xo + (bi — b0)cEA for i = l, • ■ • , k;

(example: C is of unit density at 0). Then the function /o(x) satisfies P through-

out A.

Proof. Let A* be the set of all the points x0EA, such that, within each

neighborhood of xo, one can find a set of positive measure on which /o(x) is

bounded. Clearly, A* is closed relative to A. Further, A* is nonempty,

because XoEA* for each point XoEA at which B is of unit density.

Let Xo be a fixed point in A *. Then there exists a point Co in C, at which

C is of unit density, and such that Xj = x0 +(/>.- — b0)c0EA, (i = l, • • • .^.Be-

cause A is open, there exist positive numbers 8i and 82, such that | x— x0| <8i

and \c — Co| <82 together imply x + (bt — b0)cEA, (i = l, • • • , k). Let AQ be

the open sphere | x—x0| <8i and let Co be the set of all the points c in C with

\c — Co| <82. Then Co is of positive measure. Further, from x0EA*, the func-

tion /o(x) is bounded on some subset of A 0 of positive measure. Finally, the

function
i

yp(x, y) = 4>(x - b0y, y) = 12 ffa + (fit - b0)y)
•=o

is defined on A0XC0 and, thus, satisfies property P throughout A0 for each

fixed yEC0. From assertion (i) of Theorem 6.1,/o(x) satisfies P throughout

Ao, especially, at x0EA0. Moreover, P being bounded or measurable, f0(x)

is bounded or measurable on each compact subset of Ao, consequently, each

point of Ao belongs to A*. It follows that the set A* is open, hence, A*=A,
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because A is connected. Hence, fo(x) satisfies P at each point x0 of A =A*.

7. Characteristic sets. In this section, for convenience, we restrict our-

selves to the case ra = l and to functions/(x) defined for all xG£i- Let 12 be

a class of functions on E\, containing all constant functions, and such that

fiG®, fiGtt imply/i—/2£ft and/i(x + /0G12, for each hGEi. Let (~) denote
a fixed equivalence relation defined on 12, such that fi~gi, /2~g2 imply

fi—ft~gi—gi and /i(x+&)~gi(x+/s), for each hGEx. Further, we suppose

that, for a constant function /, /~0 implies/ = 0. As an important example,

we shall write/i «/2 if and only if/i(x) and/2(x) differ only on a set of measure

0.
Definition. A set S of real numbers is said to be characteristic (with re-

spect to 12) when the following two implications hold, (i) Let/G12 be such that

ARf~0, for each hGS. Then/ is equivalent to a constant, (ii) Suppose that

to each hGS there corresponds a function ghG®, in such a way that AAgv

— Ah'gh for h, h'GS. Then there exists a gG12 and constants ah, such that

Ahg~gh-ah, for each hGS.

Any set S', containing a characteristic set S, is itself a characteristic set.

(i) Let/Gft be such that Av/~0 for h'GS'. Then AA/~0 for hGS, hence,
/ is equivalent to a constant, (ii) For h'GS', let gn'G® be such that AKgh>

~Ah'gh when h, h'GS'. By SQS', there exists a gG12 with Ahg — g*~ — ah

= constant, when hGS. For h'GS' and each hGS, Ah(Ah'g —gfc')~AA<(g&—an)

—Ahgb>=0, hence, Ah>g—gh> is equivalent to a constant—ah>.

If C is a set of real numbers then the additive group of real numbers

generated by C will be denoted as C]. Here, C\ is dense in £i when, for in-

stance, C contains a pair of rationally independent real numbers.

Theorem 7.1. Let C be a set of real numbers, such that Cf is a characteristic

set. Letf(x) be any function on Eu such that AhfG&for each hGC.

Assertion, (i) There exists a gG® and an additive function H on £i, such

that Ah(f-g-H)~0, for each hGC,.

(ii) Suppose that, in 12, /i ~/2 implies /i =/2, and that to 12 there corresponds

at least one characteristic set. Then the class 12 has the difference property.

(iii) Suppose that: (a) Each function in 12 is measurable; (b) In 12, /i~/2

implies /i«/2. (c) C] is dense in £i. Provided that f(x) is bounded on some set of

positive measure, we have f<^Bx-\-g-\-g*, where /3 is a constant, gG12, and g* is

a bounded function with Ang* ~0 for hGC]. Provided that f(x) is measurable,

we have f »/3x-\-g, where fi is a constant and gG12.

Proof. It follows from

(1) Ak-vf(x) = A„/(x) - Ah,f(x +h- h'),

that A,,/G12, for each hGC]. Let gh=Ahf, hence, Ahgh>=Ah,gh, for each h, h';
moreover, g>iG12 when hGC]. Because C] is characteristic, there exists a

gG12 and constants H(h), such that Ahg~gh— H(h) when hGC]- Let/'=/—g,
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thus, Ahf'=Ahf-Ahg~H(h) for hECf. From (1), applied to /' instead of /,
H(h) is an additive function on C\; it is easy to extend H to an additive func-

tion on the entire group Ev Now, for AECf, Ah(f-g-H)=Ahf'-H(h)~0,

proving assertion (i).

Under the assumptions of assertion (ii), Pi is characteristic. Hence, apply-

ing assertion (i) to C = C\ = Eu we have that A*/Efi, for each hEEu implies

the existence of a gE& and an additive function H, such that Ah(f — g— 77) =0,

for each hEEi. Hence,/ — g—77 = a = constant, thus,/—H = g+aE&-

Suppose that the assumptions of assertion (iii) hold. Let g,f'=f—g and

H be as in the proof of assertion (i). Here, / is either measurable or / is

bounded on some set of positive measure. Further, g is measurable, hence,

/' is bounded on some bounded set B' of positive measure:

(2) | f'(x) i   = M for x E B',

where Mis a positive real constant. Moreover, for hECf, we have A>,/'~77(A),

hence, AA/'=77(/V). We want to prove that

(3) h-H(h') = h'-H(h),

for h, h'ECf. Because H :s additive, (3) certainly holds when h and k' are

rationally dependent. On the other hand, let h and h' be rationally inde-

pendent elements of Cf, such that hH(h') ?±h'H(h). Then there exist two se-

quences of integers {Xy} and [pj] (7 = 1, 2, ■ ■ • ), such that hj=\jh+p.jh'

satisfies hj—>0 and | H(hj) | = | \H(h) +p.jH(h') \ —> °° for j—» + ». From

hjECf, we have Ahjf'~H(h), i.e.

(4) f'(x+h,)-f(x) = H(h,),

except for those values x which are in a set Dj of measure 0, (j' = l, 2, • • • ).

Let B" be the set of all those points x in B', for which xEPy 0 = 1, 2, • • • ).

Clearly, B" is of positive measure. From Lemma 2.1, there exists a point

xEB" such that x+hjEB", infinitely often. Hence, from (2) and (4),

|P(&y)| g2M, infinitely often, contradicting | H(hj) | —> + =°. This proves (3)

for h, h'ECt, thus, H(h) =/3h for AECf, where /3 is a constant.

Let g* =f-Px-g=f -fix, thus,

Ahg* = Ahf -0h= Ahf - H(h) « 0,

for each number h in the everywhere dense set Cf. Further, g* is bounded on

the (bounded) set B' of positive measure, while g* is measurable whenever/

is measurable. Assertion (iii) now follows from the following result due to

Boas [l], applied to g* instead of/.

Lemma 7.1. Let f be a function on Pi, such that Ahf~Q, for each number h

in a set dense in Pi. If f(x) is bounded on a set of positive measure then f~fi,

where fi is some bounded function. Further, iff(x) is measurable thenf^a, where

a is a constant.
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This lemma is optimal in some sense. For, under the assumption of the

continuum hypothesis, Sierpinsky [18] constructed a bounded nonmeasurable

function (with values 0 and 1), such that AA/«0 for each number h. This re-

mark is due to P. Erdos, cf. [2, p. 195].

In applying Theorem 7.1, our main concern is to find sets S which are

characteristic with respect to 12. Because each superset of a characteristic

set is characteristic, it is important to find (so-called minimal) characteristic

sets, for which no proper subset is characteristic. For instance, a character-

istic set consisting of a single element h is certainly minimal; in this case, the

number h will be said to be characteristic. Any set, containing a characteristic

number, is necessarily a characteristic set.

In the remaining part of this section, we shall apply Theorem 7.1 to the

following classes 12y (.7 = 1, • • • , 4) of continuous functions, in each of which

equivalence is defined as a strict equality, (and also to certain related classes

12/*). The proof, that the following stated numbers are indeed characteristic,

will be given at the end of this section. Then, from assertion (ii) of Theorem

7.1, we have that each class 12y (j= 1, • • • , 4) has the difference property. For

7 = 1, the latter result is due to de Bruijn [2].

(I) Let 12i be the class of all polynomials on £i. It is easily shown that

each number hj^O is characteristic. Hence, a set S is characteristic if and only

if it contains a nonzero element.

(IT) Let S22 be the class of all functions/ on £i, such that: (i) All deriva-

tives/^' of/exist; (ii) For x—> + °°,

/<«>(*) = 0(x~°»), (n - 0, 1, • • • ),

where {«„} is a nondecreasing sequence of real numbers, depending on/,

and converging to + ». Again, each number h^O is a characteristic number.

(III) Let p and a be fixed positive numbers. Let 123 be the class of all the

analytic functions f(x) on £i, which can be extended to an entire function

f(z)=f(x+iy) with

f(x + iy) = 0(exp (p | x |   + <r | y | )).

We assert that a number h is characteristic if and only if 0 <<r| h\ <2w.

(IV) Let 5 be a fixed real number, 82:0. Let 124 be the class of all the

analytic functions/(x) on £lt periodic of period 1, which can be extended to

an analytic function f(z) =f(x-\-iy) in the strip \y\ ^5.

Let I* denote the set of all the real numbers h, to which there corresponds

a positive number e, such that the inequality \nh — m\ <e~'n holds for in-

finitely many pairs of integers ra, n with w^l. Then hGT implies rih+rtGT

for each pair of rational numbers n, r2; especially, T contains all rational num-

bers. Further, V is of measure 0, in fact, even of Hausdorff dimension 0. Let

T be the complement of T (with respect to £i). Then T contains all irrational
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algebraic numbers and, further, such numbers as ir and e. All these results are

well-known, cf. Koksma [9].

We assert that a number h is characteristic with respect to fi4 if and only

if AET. Hence, a set 5 with SC^T^O is always a characteristic set.

Lemma 7.2. Suppose that fi is a class of continuous functions, on which

equivalence is defined as a strict equality. Let fi* be the class of all functions /* on

Ei to which there corresponds an /Efi with f* ~f. Finally, in fi*, fi~ft if and
only if fi ~fi. Assertion: a set of real numbers is characteristic with respect to fi*

if and only if it is characteristic with respect to fi.

Proof. If /iEfi, ftE®, fi^ft, thenfi=fi, from the continuity of the func-
tion fi—ft. This remark enables us to prove Lemma 7.2 in a straightforward

manner; we omit the details.

Let fly* 0 = 1, • • • , 4) be the class associated to fly in the sense of Lemma

7.2. It follows from Lemma 7.2 that the above assertions, concerning the

characteristic numbers of fly, apply equally well to the characteristic numbers

of fly*, 0 = 1, ' ' ' , 4). Especially, when C is a pair of rationally independent

real numbers then Cf is characteristic for fly*, provided that, for j=4, the set

CfrM1 is nonempty.

Theorem 7.2. Let j be fixed, 0 = 1, • • • , 4), and let fl* = fly*. Let ffa),
(i = 0, • • • , k), be a set of k + 1 functions on Pi, (k^O), such thatfo(x) is meas-

urable, and that the function

h

<f>v.v(x) = J2 ffa + X<y + \'iy')
1-0

belongs to fi*, for each pair of non-negative integers y, y' with y+y' ^k. Here,

X„ X/ (i = 0, • • • , k) are real constants, such that, for i = l, • • ■ , k, the numbers

X,— Xo and X,' —Xo' are rationally independent, while, for j = 4, either X<— Xo or

X/ —Xo' belongs to T.

Assertion: there exists a polynomial P, such thatfo—PE&*- Ifj^i we may

take P = 0, hence, foE&*.

Proof. The assertion is obvious when k = 0. Let k be a fixed integer, k^l,

and suppose that the theorem holds when k is replaced by fe —1. Let

h = \k — Xo   and    h' = X*  — X0'.

Then h, h' are rationally independent, while, for 7 = 4, either h or h! is in Y.

Further, let

gfa) = ffa + X») - ffa + \i), (i = 0, • • • , k);

then go(x) is measurable and gfa) =0. We have, for each pair of non-negative

integers y, y' with y+y' ^k — 1, that the function
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k-l

(5) £ gi(x + X.y + \'iy') = <t>y,y(x + X*) - 4>„+lil/.(x)
»=0

belongs to 12*. Let us first assume that j 5*4. Then, by induction, g0(x)

=AA/o(x-|-Xo)G12*, hence, AA/0G12*. In a similar way, AA/0Gft*. Let C be
the set, consisting of the two rationally independent numbers h, h'. Then

C] is dense in £x and, moreover, characteristic with respect to 12* = 12/,

0^4). Because /o is measurable, it follows from assertion (iii) of Theorem

7.1 that /o = /3x+g, where B is a constant and gG12*. But 12* contains each

polynomial, hence,/0G12*.

Now, let j = 4. From (5), by induction, there exists a polynomial Pi, such

that go—£iG12*- By g0(x) =AA/0(x+X0), we have Ahf0—P=gG12*. for some

polynomial P. Similarly, Av/o — £'=g'G!2*> for some polynomial P'. Thus,

AhAyf0 = Ah,(g + P) - Ah(g' + P'),

or,

Ahg' - Avg = Ah.P - AhP' = u (say).

From gG12*, g'G12*, it follows that u is a polynomial of period 1, such that

flu(x)dx = 0. Consequently, w(x)=0. Let Q be any polynomial, such that

AhQ = P. Then Ah(Ah.Q-P') =Ah,P-AnP'= u = 0, thus, Ah.Q-P'=a = con-

stant. Let f=f0-Q; then Ahf=Ahf0-P = gG^ and Ah.f=Ah.f0-P'-a
= g' —aG&*- Thus, / is a measurable function with AA/G12* and Av/G12*.

Let C be the set, consisting of the two rationally independent numbers

h and h', where hGF or fe'GT. Hence, Cf is dense in £i and characteristic

with respect to 12*. From assertion (iii) of Theorem 7.1, we have /=i3x+g*,

where 8 is a constant and g*G!2*. Finally, /0 — (Q+Bx) =/—/3x = g*G12*,

where @-|-/3x is a polynomial.

Corollary 7.2. Let j be fixed, (j = l, • • • , 4), and let 12* = 12/*. Let /,-(x)

(t = 0, • ■ • , fe), 6e functions on £i, swcA //ffl< /o(x) t5 measurable, /0(x + l)

—/o(x) ^0, niMe

(6) *,(*) = E /i(x + X,y) G 12*,

for y=0, 1, • • • , k. Here, X,- (t=0, • • • , k) are real constants such that, for

75*4, X,-—X0 ts irrational and, for j = 4, X<—XoGT, (t=l, ■ • • ,k). ThenfoG^*-

Proof. Let y' be an arbitrary integer. Then /o(x-fy') ~fo(x), hence, for

y = 0, • ■ • , k,

<t>v(x + y') = £ /i(x + X,-y + xJjO G 0*.
»-o

where X0' =0, X/ =1, (t = l, • • • , jfe). From Theorem 7.2,/0G12* when jV4.
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Further, for j = 4, /o—P = gEfi* = fi*, where P is some polynomial. But

P=/o— g is equivalent to a function of period 1, hence, P is constant, thus,

fo = g+PEA*.
Remark 1. Given k + 1 ̂ 2 real numbers X,- (i = 0, • • • , k), one can always

find a system of k + 1 bounded, nonmeasurable functions/0(x), • • • , ffa),

each of period 1, and such that

zZffa + hy) = 0,
«=0

for each y in some nondenumerable additive group C\. This follows from the

construction in §1, replacing R by the field, obtained by adjoining the X,- to

the field of rational numbers and taking 1EP, Wo^l- Thus, in view of OEfi/

and/oEfl/, the condition of the above corollary, that/0 be measurable, can-

not be weakened very much, unless we require that (6) holds for each number

y in (say) a set of positive measure, cf. Theorem 6.1.

Remark 2. Let fl* = fly*, (1 g/^4), and let/(x) be a measurable function

on Pi, such that A,/«0 and

f(u + x) + /(« - x) E A*,

for two values «i and w2 of u with an irrational difference U\ — u2 when j'^4,

and iii — UiEY when j=4; then/EA*- This result is an immediate conse-

quence of the above corollary, applied iork = l,/0(x) =/(wi+x),/i(x) =f(u—x),

X0= —Xi = m2 —«i. Moreover, if 7=1 or 7 = 2, we have that/Efl* and Aif^O

together imply/«a = constant. The above for 7 = 1 and j=4 yields a general-

ization of some results due to Boas [l, Theorems 1, 4].

It remains to verify the assertions (I)-(IV) concerning the characteristic

numbers of fly, 0 = 1, ' ' " ,4). Note that, for each of these classes, equivalence

is defined as a strict equality.

(I) Let h be any real number f^0. If/EAi and Ahf = 0 then the polynomial

/ is constant. Further, for each giEAi, there exists a polynomial g with

Ahg=gi. Hence, h is characteristic with respect to Ai.

(II) Let h be any real number =^0. Let/Efi2 be such that AA/ = 0. For n

sufficiently large, we have for x—►+oo that /(">(x) =0(x~"n) with a„>0.

Hence, from Ahf-n) =0, /(n)=0, showing that/ is a periodic polynomial and,

thus, a constant. Further, let giEfl2l then the so-called principal solution g

of the difference equation Ahg = gi exists and is in fi2, cf. Norlund [14, p. 56],

showing that h is characteristic with respect to fi2. In fact, let g\ (x) =0(x~Pn)

when x—>+ °°, (w=0, 1, • • • ). Then this principal solution satisfies

g{m (x) = am - zZ S™ (x + jh),
1=0

(am= constant), for each non-negative integer m with |8m>l, thus, g(m+1)(x)

= 0(x-"»+1)-
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(III) Let h be any real number with 0<tr| h\ <2w. Let/G123 be such that

A// = 0. Then

g(exp (2iriz/h)) = f(z)

defines a function g(f) which is single valued and analytic for f5*0. Moreover,

g(r) = o( | r |" + k \-0) with b = ^i-!- < i.
2t

Consequently, g and, hence, / is a constant function. Further, let giG123.

Then

«W = ̂ 7l I  I        gttWti--)dw
2irih J-i/i-ia    Wo / \sm«/

defines a function gG 123, such that AAg=gi, cf. Norlund [14, p. 78]. This shows

that h is characteristic w.r.t. 123- On the other hand, let a\h\ =27r. Then

/ = exp (2-irix/h) satisfies /G123 and Ahf = 0, showing that the number h is not

characteristic.

(IV) Let h be any number in V, thus, h is irrational. Moreover, to each

positive number e there corresponds a positive constant K(e) with \nh—m\

= /T(e)e_"'1"1, for each pair of integers ra, n with W5*0. Let n be any integer

5*0 and let w be the integer closest to nh. Then | sin irnh\ ^2\nh—m\, hence,

(7) | e2*inh - 11"1 =  | sin imh |-x/2 = (±K(e))-Wn\

for each integer «r*0. Now, let/G124 be such that AA/ = 0. Because h is irra-

tional and A]/ = 0, we have An>f = 0 for an everywhere dense set of values

h'=\-r-ah, (X, /j = integers). Further,/is continuous on £i, hence, / is a con-

stant function.

Let gi be any function in 124, in other words,

00

gi(x) = Z cne2"ni,
—00

where \cn] is a sequence of complex numbers, satisfying

cn = 0(<r<2*5+'>l"l);

here n is a positive constant, depending on gi. From (7), applied for e=rj/2,

it follows that

g(x) = X) cn(e2rinh - l)-xe2rinx

tlyiO

defines a function gG124, such that Ahg— gi= —c0. This shows that each num-

ber h in T is characteristic w.r.t. 124.

Vice versa, let the number h be such, that to each giG124 of the form
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00

gfa) = zZ e-u^+v^e2'™*, (t,>0)

there corresponds a gGfl4 with &hg—gi = constant. Let

00

g(x) = JZ d„e2rinx   with    \ dn\   g, Kne~2ri^,
—oo

where P, is a positive constant. Then, for wj^O,

e-(2xs+,)|n| =   | d„(e2*inh - 1) |   = P,e-2"-sl»l -2 | sin irnft | ,

showing that, for each pair of integers m, n with n?^0,

i i        1   i i l
\ nh — m\  = —    sin irnh    ^-e_,|n|.
1 '       r   ' '        2ttP,

Here, 77 is an arbitrary positive constant, hence, AET.

8. A theorem of Skitovic. In this section, we shall give a new proof of the

following result due to Skitovic [19].

Theorem 8.1. Let a,j (i> = l, 2; 7 = 1, • • • , n) be real constants and let

Xi, ■ ■ • , Xn be independent random variables, such that h = ^aiyA^y and

h = zZatjXj are independent. Then each Xj, which occurs in both k and l2, (i.e.

aijaij^O), is normally distributed.

We shall need the following lemma, (also used by Skitovic).

Lemma 8.1. Let X be a random variable with characteristic function <p(t).

Let e>0, and suppose that, for \t\ <e, <p(t) =ep(-t), where P(t) is a polynomial.

Then X is normally distributed.

This lemma was first stated by Linnik [ll, 10]. In fact, it is an easy con-

sequence of the following result due to Marcinkiewicz [13, 87].

Let X be a random variable with cumulative d.f. F(x) and characteristic func-

tion <p(t). Let 0 <e, 0 <P ^ «>, and suppose that the restriction of<p(t) to the inter-

val — e<t<+e can be extended to an analytic function <b(z) =<b(t+il') in the

rectangle \t\ <e, \t'\ <R. Then the integral

(1) <t>(z) =   f  e»*dF(x)
J -m

converges for all complex z = l+W with \t'\ <R.

Consequently, (1) defines an analytic extension of the unrestricted func-

tion <j>(t) to the strip \t'\ <R, such that

(2) I <p(t + W) I   ̂  <KO.

Under the conditions of Lemma 8.1, this extension is an entire function of the

form <p(z)=ePl'), where P(z) is a polynomial. But then, as was shown by
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Marcinkiewicz [12, 616], (2) readily implies that P(z) is at most of second

degree, hence, X is normally distributed.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Permuting the indices, we may assume that

an 5* 0,       otj 7* 0, (j - 1, • • • , k),

(hj = 0, (j = k+l, ■ • • , q) and aiy = 0, (j = g+l, • • ■ ,n), where O^k^q^n.

Let

h q n

L, = £o„Xy, (v = 1, 2);        Yi =   £    «ifXV;        72 = £ a»*X"/-
1-1 J=*+l 8+1

Then Xi, • ■ • , Xk, Yi, Y2 are independent, while l, = Lr + Y„ (v = l, 2). Let

4>j(t), ^'(l), fr(t) denote the characteristic function of Xj, L, and Y„ respec-

tively, (j = l, • • • , k; v = \, 2). The joint characteristic function of h and /2 is

given by

k

E(e«'ih+W) = II *<Wi + aijh)fi(ti)fi(ti),
j'-i

and also by

E(e<hh)E(e<hh) = 4>i(.h)Mh)Uh)Mh),

from the independence of /i and /2. Any characteristic function g(2) is con-

tinuous at i = 0; moreover, g(0) =1. Hence, f,(ty)5*0 for |/„| <e„ where e, is a

sufficiently small positive number, (i»==l, 2). It follows that, for |/i| <6i,

k

ii(ti)^i(k) = IT <t>i(aiih + aah).
j-i

Replacing (if necessary) «i and «2 by smaller positive numbers, we have, for

\h\ <eu\ti\ <62, that

|arg^,(*,)|   < tt/2;       | arg 4>j(aijh + a2,<2) |   < v/k;

(v = l, 2; j=l, • ' • , k). Now, the transformation f = logz = log \z\ +*• arg z,

with — it < arg z ̂  +7r, is single valued and continuous in the sector | arg z\ <it

and such that log (ziz2 • • • zp) =log Zi+ • • • +log zp whenever | arg z;| <ir/p

0'=1. • • ■ ,P)- Hence, for \h\ <«i, \t2\ <e2,

h

log ii(ti) + log hid) = 2 log ̂ ,-(ai,-fi + aah),
j-1

where log^i(/) is continuous at t = 0. Putting

go(t) = - log MO,       gi(t) = log *,W), (j = i, • ■ ■, k),

we have, for \h\ <«i, |i2| <*j, that
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k

(3) £ gi(h + bjh) = log Uh),
j=0

where &0 = 0, bj = a2j/aij?*0, (j=l, • • • , k). Moreover, g0(t) is bounded in a

neighborhood of t = 0. The right hand side of (3) being independent of t\, it

follows from assertion (iii) of Theorem 6.1, applied for A={|i|<€i},

C = {| /J <e2}, (cf. also the following lemma), that the function go(t)

= —log \f/i(t) is equal to a polynomial throughout the interval | /| <«i. Hence,

from Lemma 8.1, the random variable Pi is normally distributed. But the

normal law is closed under decomposition, Cramer [5, 52 ], thus, the normality

of ii= X/zijATy implies the normality of aiyXy and, hence, of Xj, (j=l, • ■ ■, k).

Remark. It is easily seen, Skitovic [19, p. 200], that Lemma 8.1 con-

tinues to hold when X and t are replaced by vectors in Em. Further, in Em,

the normal law is closed under decomposition, Cramer [5, 112]. Conse-

quently, the above proof also yields the generalization of Theorem 8.1 to in-

dependent random vectors Xi, • • • , X* in Em. On the other hand, as was

shown by Skitovic [19], it is not difficult to obtain this generalization directly

from Theorem 8.1.

For the benefit of those readers who are mainly interested in the proof of

Theorem 8.1 we shall give a separate proof of the following corollary of Theo-

rem 6.1, which will suffice in proving Theorem 8.1.

Lemma. Leta<fi, e>0 be real constants. Suppose that, for hEI = {a<t<fi}

and \h\ <e,

(4) zZ gi(ti + bjt%) = (polynomial in ti) =   zZi ar(h)h-
3-0 r=0

Here, the bj are real constants, bj9^bo — 0, 0=1, • • ■ , k). Further, gj(t) is a

complex-valued function defined for a—\bj\e<t<(5+\bj\e, 0 = 0, ■ • • , k).

Then, in I, the function go(t) is equal to a polynomial if (and only if) it is bounded

on some nondegenerate subinterval 7i of I.

Proof. The assertion is obvious for k = 0. Let & = 1, and suppose that the

lemma holds true when k is replaced by k — 1. Let | 7i| denote the length of

7i, 0< |7i| ^(3—a, let 8 = Min (|7i|, 1/21 &fc| c), and let h be any fixed positive

number <8. From 0 <h<8 = 1/2| bk\ e, we have

-  | bj\ e/2 < (1 - bj/bk)h <h+  \ bj\e/2.

Hence, the function

(5) g1(t) = gi(t + (1 - bj/bk)h) - gj(t), (j = 0, • • • , k)

is defined for a- | bj\ e/2 <t<@-h+ \ bj\ e/2, especially, go*(t) =go(t + h) -go(t)

is defined throughout 7*= {a<t<P-h}. Further, from 0</t<8g|7i|, the

function go*(t) is bounded on some nondegenerate subinterval 7i* of 7*.
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If |*21 <e/2 then \h-h/bk\ <e/2 + 5/\bk\ ^e. Thus, if <f>(tu h) denotes the
left hand side of (4), we have, for |/2| <e/2, hGI*, that

lK'i» h) = <l>(h + h, h — h/bk) — <t>(ti, h) — (polynomial in ti).

Moreover, from (4) and (5), (especially, gt(t)=0),

fc-i

4>(tutt) = 2fi(i,+ W.
i-o

Hence, by induction, (replacing gy(/) (j = 0, • • • , k), I, /i and e by gy*

0 = 0, • • • , k — \), /*, /i* and e/2, respectively), it follows that, in /*

= {ct<t<B — h], the function go*(t)=Ahgo(t) is equal to a polynomial. In

fact, this is true for each positive number h < 5.

Let h! be fixed, 0<h' <5/2. Then Ah>g0(t) (a<t<B-h') is equal to a poly-

nomial, hence, there exists a polynomial P(t), such that Ah>go(t)=Ak,P(t),

a<t<B-h'. Let

MO = go(D - P(D, (<x<t<8),

thus, Av/o(0=0. a<t<B-h'. Moreover, for 0<h<5/2, the function C(h, t)

=Ahfo(t)=Ahgo(t)—AhP(t), (a<t<B — h) is equal to a polynomial, such that

Ah.C(h, t) = Ah,Ahfo(t) = AhAh,fo(t) = 0,

(a<t<B-h-h' with h + h'<S^8-a). It follows that, for 0<h<5/2, the
polynomial C(h, t) =Ahf0(t) is equal to a constant C(h). From

A»+*'/o(0 = Ahf0(t) + Ah.f0(t + h),

(h^O, h'^0, a<l<8-h-h'), we easily see that Ahf0(t) (a<t<8~h) is equal

to a constant C(h) for any number h with 0 ^h<8 — a, in such a way that

(6) C(h + h') = C(h) + C(h'),

for h*z0, h'^0, h+h'<8 — oc. Becausef0(t) =go(t)—P(t) is bounded on a non-

degenerate interval hGI, we have that C(h) =Ahf0(t) is bounded for O^h^n,

when r\ is a sufficiently small positive number. This, together with (6), easily

implies the existence of a constant 7, such that C(h) =yh for 0 ^h </3 — a. But

C(h') =Ah,f0(t)=0, hence, 7 = 0 and

fo(t + h) - /„(/) = A„/o(0 = C(h) =yh = 0,

ior0<h<8-cc,a<t<8-h. It follows that/0(0 is constant in a<t<8, thus,

go(*) =P(t)-\-fo(t) is equal to a polynomial.
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